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Subject : Receptive Manager Assistant 

 Context : 
Norwide Finland is a Finnish company and a subsidiary of 66°Nord, a French tour operator 

specialist of adventure travels in the North. The internship is from mid-October 2019, 

begininng of November, until the mid-April, end of Avril 2020 (depending on availability). 

You will first be located in France, (Lyon or Chamonix), then around the beginning of 

December you will settle in our base of activity in Hossa, Finland. 

 

 Missions : 
- Following the B2B et B2C bookings, sales of our trips and commercial relations by internet or 
phone with our clients 
- Updating the website & Community Manager of Norwide’s social network 
- Managing and helping the clients on a day to day basis, (welcoming them at the airport, 
serving them at the bar…) 
- Administrative and accounting management: invoicing, handling the clients deposits for te 
gears that we loan them 
- Preparing our guides documents (transfer lists, activities, programs and itineraries) 
- Improving the organization of the day to day operations  
- Helping to prepare the 2019 summer season and 2019-2020 winter season   
 

 Profile : 
- Every interesting profile. An advantage is given to the students in tourism and/or if you 
already have an international experience in the field 
- Organized, independent, dynamic, not afraid of hard and multitask work, with relational and 
initiative skills 
- Enjoying outdoor activities and having a taste for nature and isolated places 
- French speaking, having some notions in Finnish is a plus 
- Driving license (driving 9 sits minibus and 4 wheels) 
 

 Salaries et benefits : 
Flights France-Finland and back (or others European countries) are at the charge of Norwide 
and so are the food and accommodation in Finland (but not in Lyon, France).  
Internship wage : 700€ Brut per month under the Finnish taxation laws. 
 

 Contact et complementary  information : 
If you are interested in this offer, please send us your application (CV and letter of motivation) 
to Adrien Heriaud adrien@norwide.com and info@norwide.com 
If your application interesting, a skype interview will follow. 
Website: http://norwide.com/ 
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